On the relationship between free plasma and saliva amitriptyline and nortriptyline.
Conflicting results on the correlation of tricyclic levels in plasma and saliva have raised doubts about the clinical usefulness of monitoring these drugs in the latter body fluid. However, saliva drug levels may reflect the free plasma concentration, which possibly determines its level in the brain. In two groups of depressive patients, the evolution was studied of the levels of amitriptyline and nortriptyline in plasma (as free and total) and in saliva, after the administration of amitriptyline. The results show a poor correlation between total plasma and saliva concentration of amitriptyline and nortriptyline, respectively. Levels of both tricyclics in saliva exceed by far those measured in plasma dialysate. However, the relationship is such that free plasma concentrations may be predicted from those measured in saliva, if one takes into account saliva pH at the moment of collecting the sample.